LOKSHAKTI
Since 2009
With MINI: from 2011 onwards

Bangomunda, Turekela &
Muribahal, Balangir District

Vision

Ethical space, sharing capacity and teamwork are the core values of Lokshakti. Since the inception in 2009, Lokshakti has been a learning-sharing
organization for the community members in the region. We strongly
believe in people’s participation and therefore named the organisation
Lokshakti. Our vision is to help people to help themselves by showing
the right path for deprived and suppressed people in society. We aim to
create a society free from discrimination of sex, caste, creed and religion. Our mission is to identify and develop the potential of the downtrodden mass and to bring a sustainable development for weak and vulnerable sections in society by improving their socio-eco-cultural aspect.

Objectives

Lokshakti largely works with marginal and small communities through pilot demonstrations in focal areas of education, economy and environment.
In addition, we are engaging with various groups and networks at state and
national level disseminating people’s voices on related issues like poverty,
hunger, nutrition and health. Team building and leadership development
have been core operational themes of the organisation. Towards this, we are
supporting traditional knowledge and encouraging for new system approaches in knowledge management across its funded and/or non-funded
projects.
Women are central in Lokshakti’s participatory exercises. We are prioritizing women’s participation in each of our programs. Women’s role is not
limited to attending the meetings, but also gaining prime role in farming
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and supplementing in the family economy. Women understand the vital
and diverse role of millets and its benefits. Women’s rich knowledge and
their leadership qualities have been key for inclusive decision making processes for societal growth. Here, the MINI Network has enabled us to put
further emphasis on work for capacity building of women.

Synergizing with MINI

Our long term challenge is to revive the lost culture of agricultural practices. We are encouraging farmers to adopt organic ways of farming, conservation of traditional cultivars and avoidance of HYVs/HYBs. Before
joining MINI, we had limited essential knowledge and skills to mobilize
larger communities and spread the wisdom and information on a larger
scale. There had also been a shortage of funds to support the programmes
though planned and/or needed. The promotion and funds supports from
MINI have been inevitable. During the years, our association with MINI
has not only promoted millet crops, but also harmonized related concepts –
agro-biodiversity, millets diversity, family nutrition security, millets crops
& fodder, millets meal, climate resilient cropping methods and drought
mitigation. The micro-level planning through participatory tools has solidified with each year. Both community practitioners along with many state
and non-state actors have developed their decision-making capacities. Additionally, MINI has been a great support in planning for appropriate cropping patterns, seed exchanges and formations of seed villages in the region.
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Major Accomplishments
•

Since the association with MINI and the programmatic inception in
2013-14, the number of millet farmers and the coverage of millets have
increased. The number of acres under millets crops have been increased five fold with more participation of both male and female farmers. Many of these farmers have switched over from cotton to millets.

• We have carried out activities around micro-level planning and increased awareness on millets to several groups in society. We have practised block level and district level advocacy and consultations with
women about health and nutrition. We have also organized a Harvesting Festival & seed exchanges of millets on Panchayat level.
• Lokshakti in association with Ahinsa Club have actively been raising
the values of traditional seeds and its exchange for conservation approach; till this date, nearly 500 farmers and non-farmers have been
reached through these activities.
• Paschim Odisha Krushak Sangha (Western Odisha Farmers Association)
has initiated conservation and marketing of traditional cultivars both as
seed and grain.
• NABARD has inspired farmers in the formation of farmers’ clubs and
further linkages for value addition.
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